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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Access to MPI/Profibus without power supply

Your're right in the middle of your production line and are standing in front of a passive
assembly just like a switcher or a ET200, in that case you won't be able to go Online
without an external power supply of your programming adapter, unless you're using the
S7USB. This module is supplied completely from the USB-interface.



S7-300/400 (MPI/DP) to S5

Coupling S7-controller with MPI/Profibus at S5-control with PD-port via network

Worldwide remote-access thanks to our own cloud

Worldwide remote-maintenance without additional costs thanks to our own cloud
 Your devices connect to your own cloud, no matter where they are in the world. Only
your devices are in your own private cloud, no one else has access to the cloud. In
addition, you can provide each device with its own connection-password, so that the
individual systems are protected despite the private cloud.
 No registration on any portals, no hidden additional costs, your devices in your own
cloud are always accessible.
 This is how remote maintenance/remote access is fun.



Remote-maintenance Beckhoff-PLC

Remote-maintenance of a Beckhoff-controller with network-connection via secure
VPN-tunnel of the TeleRouter

DHCP-server/client

You need a DHCP server on your network. Activate this functionality in your
EtherSens-device and you have immediately a server in the network. Consistently, the
EtherSens-device also can act as DHCP-slave.



Global data communication (MPI) also with network-PLC

Running global-data-communication between MPI-PLCs (S7-300/400), is one of these
PLCs replaced with a newer PLC with network-interface (S7-1200/1500), this PLC was
not able to access this data.
 Simply configure the global-data of the “old” PLC via the web-server in the
S7-LAN-module. Enter the new PLC as a TCPIP-connection-partner and the module
writes/reads the data via PUT/GET from this network-PLC and passes it on as before.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S5-PLC

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S5-controller with S5-LAN++ on PD-port via secure
VPN-tunnel of the TeleRouter


